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Video U17 WNT

- Sam: USA vs North Korea
Video U17 MNT

• Sam: USA vs Guatemala
What does excellence “look Like?”

- Technique  
  Sam: I’ll solicit this from the group.

- Tactics
It isn’t the Players, it’s the Coach

• Can we be John Wooden?
  ✓ Can we do fewer things better?
  ✓ Can we obsess on things others think unworthy of attention?
How do we “teach” creativity?

• Creativity is often practice in disguise. To get more of it, it helps to automate other things.

• It is all but impossible to have higher order thinking without strongly established basic skills.
Perfect Practice

• “Never mistake activity for achievement.”
  ✓ Catnip

• To practice success ... simplify
  ✓ Simple, repeatable actions
  ✓ Power of small things
Perfect Practice

- “Chunking”
- “Doubling Down” on difficulty
Activity 1 (e.g.)
Video 1
Activity 2 (e.g.)
Activity 3 (TBD 6v6?)
Video 3